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GLOBAL CHALLENGES IN CURRENT SCENARIO
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ABSTRACT
The world is a very diverse place – thousands of species of flora & fauna are there in the world and among them the human race is the most advanced one and he has his own intellectuals.

Famous Scientist Charles Darwin said that ‘Survival of the fittest’, i.e., in the world, in the competition of living in the world, the most fittest species will survive & for this elimination test we have to appear in such hard exams given by nature and that is Global Challenges. Darwin said –‘The very essence of instinct is that its followed independently of reason’, this quote is the essence of our survival in the world. There are many Type of ‘Global Challenges’
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INTRODUCTION
The world is a very diverse place – thousands of species of flora & fauna are there in the world and among them the human race is the most advanced one and he has his own intellectuals.

Famous Scientist Charles Darwin said that ‘Survival of the fittest’, i.e., in the world, in the competition of living in the world, the most fittest species will survive & for this elimination test we have to appear in such hard exams given by nature and that is Global Challenges. Darwin said –‘The very essence of instinct is that its followed independently of reason’, this quote is the essence of our survival in the world.

There are many Type of ‘Global Challenges’

TYPES
There are many economic, religious, human, moral based Global problems in the world –
1) Religious inequality
2) Gender and interracial inequality
3) Lack of education
4) Global worming
5) Environmental contamination
6) Poverty & world financial crisis
7) Corruption
8) Wars etc.

These are the major causes that the humanity faces challenges from the world.

The problem of Religious inequalities
‘Religion is being and becoming not hearing or acknowledging, it is whole soul becoming changed into what believes’

-Swami Vivekananda.

The definition of the religion that can be most appropriate is the above one, but we are not actually ‘being’ & ‘becoming’ we are rather ‘hearing’ & ‘acknowledging’ the religious staffs & thinking’s. As a result fundamentalism & religious extremism is breaking out among the human & as a result – Israel-
Palestine war, Lebanese Civil war, Gujarat riot, destroying Baabri mosque taking place. As a result we are forgetting the religion of humanity as – ‘As there are number of belief, there are number of wars’

PROBLEMS OF INEQUALITY

The problem of gender, interracial inequality is breaking out in an alarming rate. Girls are still getting married before completing studies the no. of girls are also low in public & corporate section. Even in a country like USA or UK Muslims & Asians are facing inter racial Inequality. We forget ‘Equality in all beings-this is the sign of freedom’.

Lock of Education:-

‘Education is the manifestation of perfection already in men’

-Vivekananda

Illiteracy is the problem that is leading all the developing countries towards the destruction especially, the African countries & South Asian countries are victimized. Nigar, with 19.1% literacy rate, is the most un educated country. Nigeria, Afganistan, Congo, Sudar these have also low literacy rate. As a result low employability, Superstition lack of public health are taking places & The economy of the countries become rained.

As- ‘Knowledge leads to unity, but Ignorance to diversity.

Poverty & Economical Crisis

Poverty is – where people’s basic needs for food, clothing & shelter are not being met. According to survey, Uganda is the poorest country in the world. Haiti, ethanol, Tanzania are also becoming poor day by day. Along with this, several economic crisis hit the world many times – like – great depression (1929), Latin American debt crisis, American financial crisis (2007-08). For all the reason the world economy is affecting. 80% of world economy is living the life under 10 dollars. Every day approx 22000 children die due to poverty.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES & GLOBAL WORMING

From the time of Industrialization due to cutting of much trees & pollution our environment & its elements & getting contaminated, and truly speaking human race is the only reason behind it. But the problem ps is like cancer towards humanity. There is a good saying that – ‘Environmental pollution in an incurable disease, it can only be prevented’.

Due to massive deforestation the supply of oxygen in the air is lowering, and due to the industrialization our nature has no Carbon dioxide & other pollutants. The industrial sewage is also causing massive water pollution. This sewage contains harmful chemicals like Mineral acids, Lead, cadmium etc, which mixed with water & causing harm to creatures living in the water.

Especially, due to air pollution many green house gases like carbon dioxide, methane, CFC is being mixed with air. This gases Resist the heat to get out of the atmosphere. As a result the temperature of the world is increasing day by day – Since 1979, the average temperature has increased twice as far as global average ocean temperature.

1) The temperature increase so much that the ice caps started melting. It is assumed that sundarbans, 50% of Andaman Islands, Several islands in Indonesia will go under the sea by 2050, As the sea water level is increasing. 2) The crop production is also decreasing. 3) Even many species got instinct due to global warming. 4) Every year the el-nino is causing harms to the south American coastal areas.

So, truly speaking – ‘Global warming is not the prediction, It is happening’

WARFARE & HUMILIATION OF HUMANITY

From the early age human has a tendency to rule over other human, when this desire becomes limitless war starts. Bertrand Russell said that – ‘War does not determine who is right – only who is left.’

CONCLUSION

As all this global challenges we are facing is because of us only, so only we can solve all the problems. At first, we have to be educated it is the solution of everything starting from superstition to untachability. The government must focus on primary education. We have to focus on the thing not to increase pollution. So, we have to spread anti-pollution thinking among the people in this way we will be sort out the global problem.
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